
Membership Preparation
A pathway for prospective Leader in Me schools to gain knowledge, engage 
support, and exceptionally prepare for implementation.
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Leader in Me is endorsed by CASEL as an evidence-based social-
emotional learning (SEL) process.

In partnering with over 4,000 schools that have successfully 
entered the Leader in Me community, the importance of building 
purpose, consensus, and a funding plan is evident.  To better 
prepare the next wave of Leader in Me schools, we are now 
offering invaluable experiences and resources that will ease the 
on-boarding process as we collectively lay a stronger foundation 
for the future.

Evidence-Based 
Results

Leader in Me helps schools meet and exceed 
today's educational standards with an evidence-

based approach. Ongoing empirical research 
from over 30 institutions reveal evidence of the 
significant impact Leader in Me  can have on a 

school culture.

Award-Winning Leadership 
Content

FranklinCovey is the world leader in helping 
organizations from all industries achieve culture 

change with award-winning content, tools, 
methodology, training, and coaching - all based 

on a foundation of timeless principles and 
proven practices.



$8,450
Includes shipping/travel

Align and Engage Package
Many of our most successful schools have started their journey with unwavering support from their parents, 
community and district office.  This is most often achieved through understanding how the Leader in Me 
process can serve as the vehicle to reach key outcomes that are desired from the school, parent, district, and 
state levels.  The goal of "Align and Engage," is to support you in building stronger consensus through a clear 
understanding of how Leader in Me can drive the results that are important to your community. 

Experiences
• 1 day professional development in Rethinking Leadership
•
•

•

1 coaching session focused on "Aligning School Priorities"
(2) total seats at any of the following Leader in Me community
events; Principal Academy, 7 Habits- Regional Training, Symposium 
Ongoing access to your local client partner for support around key 
information, consensus building, and funding strategies.

$14,950
Includes shipping/travel

Experience Leadership Package

Experiences
• 2-day professional development in the 7 Habits for up to 70

people.
• (4) total seats at any of the following Leader in Me community

events; Principal Academy, 7 Habits- Regional Training,
Symposium.

• Ongoing access to your local client partner for support around
key information, consensus building, and funding strategies.
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Redefining and heightening leadership is a central tenant of the 
Leader in Me process.  With "Experience Leadership," your team will 
internalize the 7 Habits of Highly Effective People®, gain a deeper 
understanding for how leadership can enrich the education 
experience of your students, and meet other educators active in the 
community.  At the conclusion, you will be equipped to envision the 
impact of leadership in your community.

Offerings  |  Package
As you look to join our community a package of services may be beneficial as you look to define your 
purpose, build consensus, and secure funding. The three packages include: Experience Leadership, Align 
and Engage, and Strengthen Knowledge. 



Offerings  |  Individual
Most schools will benefit from a package of services as you look to join our community, yet for some, 
charting their own path makes the most sense. Listed below are a variety of individual options to pursue as 
you look to define your purpose, build consensus, and secure funding.

Principal’s Academy       $495
Meet other LIM principals and enhance your 
leadership acumen.

7 Habits Regional      $295
Experience the 7 Habits and invite other key 
stakeholders from your community.

Symposium      $209-349 est.

7 Habits (2-day)  $13,500 est. 
Internalize the 7 Habits and envision the 
impact of leadership at your school. 

Rethinking Leadership     $4,500 est.
Understand the 5 key paradigms that fuel the 
LIM framework.

Building Trust with Teams           $3,000
Boost the culture of your school as you look to 
implement LIM.

Aligning School Priorities          $3,000
Harness the LIM framework to achieve key 
outcomes desired at your school.

Gain in depth knowledge of the LIM model 
while interacting with practitioners.

7 Habits Families Certification    $1,099 
Engage your parent community in the value 
of leadership. 

             $500-750 est.Books: Leader in Me, 7 Habits, 4 Disciplines of Execution 
Gain insights into the philosophies and content used to shape the Leader in Me framework.

Workshop         Events          Family Resources Coaching         Materials 

$4,450
Includes shipping/travel

Strengthen Knowledge Package
 As you begin to learn more about Leader in Me, having the right access to information  is essential. With 
"Strengthen Knowledge," your school community will be equipped to learn how your school priorities and 
initiatives could be supported and excelled with the Leader in Me process.

Experiences
• The Leader in Me - book and  study guide for up to 70 people.
•
•

1 coaching session focused on "Aligning School Priorities"
(2) total seats at any of the following Leader in Me community
events; Principal Academy, 7 Habits- Regional Training, Symposium

• Ongoing access to your local client partner for support around key
information, consensus building, and funding strategies.
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